Bulk Module

Quality • Durability • Energy Efficiency • Operational • Flexibility

Bulk has specifically designed the Bulk Module for the needs of the Scandinavian logistics facility operator.

With reduced construction timescales and industry leading specifications, it guarantees the long-term performance and flexibility of your new facility. By specializing in logistics and industrial real estate, we fully understand the many critical operational features that are essential in such a building. Such features are continuously incorporated into the standard Bulk Module.

The bulk module is designed to maximize utilization when storing pallets.

The module is approx. 7,200 m² in footprint and is maximized in size in relation to Norwegian fire requirements, i.e. without a firewall. Grid that provides an optimal racking solution with 3.0 m wide driving aisles.

Ground clearance of 11.7 m (8 standard pallets in height) and approx. 16,000 pallets, additional pallets without mezzanine areas.

16,000 pallets (3 m aisles)

Grid: 200 sqm.
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